
 

Metro Healthy Comprehensive Plans Work Group 
Kick-off Meeting  
Friday, May 13, 2016 

9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

Southdale Library, 2nd floor “Full Meeting Room” 
7001 York Ave. S. Edina, MN 55435 

Agenda 

1. Welcome 9:00 AM 

• Meeting purpose/background  
• Introductions  

2. Presentations & Large Group Exercise 9:15 AM 

• Health and comprehensive plans: what’s the connection? 
o Eric Weiss, Blue Cross Blue Shield of MN, Comprehensive plans in the 21st century  
o Kristin Raab Minnesota Department of Health, MDH Comprehensive Plan Review  

• Active Living Hennepin Co., Fall workshop follow-up and Spring survey results  

3. Small Groups Exercise 10:05 AM 

• Issues & trends and health impacts  
• Plan update brainstorming - addressing health, equity and resiliency  
• Hopes/expectations for the group  

4. Wrap Up and Next Steps 10:45 AM 

• Follow-up survey  
• Next meeting: June 10 (tentative – discuss dates, time, frequency)  
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Meeting Notes 
Metro Healthy Comprehensive Plans Work Group, Meeting #1 

Friday, May 13, 2016, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
Southdale Library, 2nd floor “Full Meeting Room” 

7001 York Ave. S. Edina, MN 55435 

 
 

Participants   
Nancy Abts, Lindsay Aijala, Kim Ball, Scott Berggren, Patty Bowler, Pat Busch, Kurt Chatfield, Keith Dahl, 
Brad Davis, Denise Engen, Pat Galligher, Loren Gordon, Liz Heyman, Joe Hogeboom, Rachel Johnson, 
Nate Kabat, Julie Klima, Lil Leatham, Nicole Mardell, Meg McMonigal, Mary Montagne, Karen Nikolai, 
Kassie Nystrom, Eileen O'Connell, Dan Patterson, Ellen Pillsbury, Melissa Poehlman, Kristin Raab, Ann 
Rexine, Tamara Downs Schwei, Cindy Sherman, Hally Turner, Laura Fredrick Wang, Eric Weiss.  
 
Welcome 
Karen Nikolai (Hennepin County) welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave a brief overview of how 
the group came to be convened. The idea for the work group grew out of interest expressed at the 
Active Living Hennepin County fall 2015 workshop and subsequent conversations about how planning 
and health staff from and different jurisdictions could work together to share information and 
approaches for incorporating health in comprehensive plans.  
 
Denise Engen (Hennepin County) led introductions by asking everyone to give their name, title and 
organization – as well as to say a few words about why they became a planner or health practitioner. 
Several people expressed that they got into the field because they were interested in making 
environments, cities and spaces good places for people. Others related that they had started in a related 
field (such as clinical health or site design) and had landed in a planning-related environment as a way to 
change larger systems.  
 
Presentations  
Eric Weiss, Community Health Planner, Center for Prevention at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Minnesota (BCBS), gave a presentation about comprehensive plans & health, equity, & resilience. Weiss 
provided historical context on health origins of city planning, and gave an overview of planning 
requirements in the Twin Cities metro region. He discussed the social factors, or determinants, of 
health, which can be changed by collective actions such as in plans, policies and ordinances. New public 
health challenges for the 21st Century include obesity, heart disease, diabetes, equitable access to jobs 
and other resources, and environmental challenges related to a changing climate. Weiss proposed a new 
planning framework that recognizes the social determinants of health, and includes equity, resilience, as 
well as community vision and community needs. He also provided a link to the Minnesota Food Charter 
Food Access Planning Guide.  
 
Kristen Raab, MN Climate & Health Program Director, Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), began 
by defining health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity. She also talked about the social determinants of health and how they 
provide an important reason to address health in comprehensive plans. Raab gave an overview of 
MDH’s Development of MN Healthy Planning: How to Guide. MDH reviewed 53 metro area city 

http://mnfoodcharter.com/order-for-Minnesota-food-charter-comp-planners-guide/
http://mnfoodcharter.com/order-for-Minnesota-food-charter-comp-planners-guide/
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comprehensive plans, focusing on developed communities. Their review used 23 health indicators 
(based on MDH’s Design for Health Comprehensive Plan Review Checklist), reviewed public health 
literature and best practices and utilized a steering committee. As a result, MDH developed eight health-
related goals and strategies to help achieve them. Raab showed examples and provided a number of 
resources on planning for health. For more information see the MDH Healthy Places comprehensive 
plans webpage.  
 
Group Exercise 
Engen led the participants through a small group discussion around several questions. The first set of 
questions was about the upcoming comprehensive plan effort and how it may better address health. 
The next set was about issues and trends that communities may face over the life of the next 
comprehensive plan.  

Questions 1-3:  
The group was first asked to discuss and write notes on the following questions: 

1. How could your 2040 comprehensive plan better address health, equity and resiliency?  

2. What do you hope will be different from last time? 

3. What issues/trends are facing your community over the next 25 years? What are the possible 
health impacts of this trend/issue?  

Following is an unedited transcription of comments noted by meeting participants. Some comments 
may be repeated if they were raised in several groups.  

Discussion: How the 2040 could plan better address health, equity and resiliency 

• More community integration/outreach 
• Acknowledge food system components 
• Cross-jurisdiction planning – “destinations” 
• More deliberately think about all comp plan sections through the lens of health 
• Better explain healthy/active opportunities 
• Fund and do robust engagement of underrepresented groups 
• Health in all chapters and its own chapter 
• Health as key value 
• Include a health in all policies framework 
• Better understanding of demographics 
• Health in mission statement 
• Include more than minimum requirements 
• Health as equity were thought of as innovative ten years ago. This time it is expected 
• Integrate health throughout 
• Talk about social connectedness throughout 
• Draw connectivity to existing influence on them 
• Use common language 
• Include facts and figures on community health 
• Good community representation 
• Educate and define 
• Quantify them 
• Bring together Human Services and Public Works 

http://www.health.state.mn.us/topics/places/plans.html
http://www.health.state.mn.us/topics/places/plans.html
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• Acknowledge them 
• Baseline data on health 
• Include access to healthy foods in the plan 
• Planning documents should have a line requiring acknowledgement if policy is or is not in line 

with comp plan 
• Our city does not know what we need yet 
• Consider health data when assessing for comp plans 
• Access to safe non-motorized transportation options 
• In corporate our public health into the comp plan process at the beginning 

Discussion: Hope will be different from last time 

• Nearly everything 
• Involve residents more authentically/deliberately 
• Lead the plan with them 
• Include program 
• Community engagement by focus groups 
• Broad reach to all departments and businesses 
• Involve public 
• Involve recreation professionals 
• Different – make more “user” friendly 
• Engagement of non-traditional unorganized groups 
• Less separation of land use – separate only when needed 
• Coordinate among jurisdictions, include city/county 
• Bring many resiliency efforts together 
• More on what “resiliency” is 
• More health data and trends 
• More purposeful engagement with target populations to identify barriers 
• More focus of resiliency of the built environment 
• Broad community representation/participation 
• Build in supports for health equity 
• Hope that the plans are more inclusive and reflect our changing population 
• County needs to get feedback from diverse communities 
• Holistic 
• Inclusive 
• Accessible and used 
• Visionary and inspirational 
• How can community keep departments/elected accountable? 
• How can departments keep elected accountable? 
• How can the comp plan be an active document guiding daily decisions? 
• Implementation plan will include measurable steps and get incorporated into our city’s strategic 

planning 
• Tie health to each chapter so people make connections 
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Discussion: Issues and trends  

• More diversity  – more health disparities 
• More segregation – less access not equitable 
• Aging population – heath needs, isolation, lack of resources 
• Climate change – disaster risk, disease risk 
• Changing demographics –  age and race 
• Infrastructure repair needs $ tied to demo changes impacted 
• Health disparities among age and race – they will get worse/explode if not addressed 
• Climate change 
• Crashless cars – changes in transit 
• Food access – not healthy 
• Energy sources use and cost – how does that impact health? More air conditioning when hot 
• Mismatch of labor skills and positions 
• Lack of federal $ flowing to local government impacts programs, i.e. housing 
• Increasing competition for skilled labor who can work and live wherever they want 
• Smaller households – singles 
• Gentrification 
• Water quality and availability 
• More interest in walkability/neighborhood 
• Social isolation – health trend 
• Changes in economic base 
• Healthy food access 
• More people working from home or locally 
• Shortage of labor 
• Density 
• Climate change 
• More impervious surfaces 
• Aging population 
• Poverty 
• Lack of housing 
• Homelessness 
• Gentrification 
• Changing economy (service-based) 
• Transportation (type, funding) 
• Housing stock 
• Rental density 
• Aging commercial corridors/areas 
• Diversity/demographics 
• Income segregation 
• Walkability 
• Equity/changing demographics 
• Changing needs 
• Congestion and changing modes – LRT, BRT 
• Aging infrastructure – funding needs 
• Aging population 
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• Water (fresh) 
• Balancing rules and regulations (stormwater, zoning regulations) against natural resources 
• [Resource] Protection 
• Aging population 
• Aging in place 
• Increased congestion 
• Groundwater supply 
• Increase bike/ped users 
• Affordable healthy food access 

Discussion: Possible health impacts of issues/trends  

• Lack of green spaces 
• Heat island 
• Air quality 
• Livability 
• Asthma 
• Respiratory distress 
• Physical activity 
• Services/supports/transportation (for aging) 
• Homelessness 
• Housing affordability 
• Social isolation 
• Job availability 
• Impacts of migration 
• Decrease physical activity 
• Decrease access to quality/healthy food option 
• Access to activities 
• Service demands, social isolation, housing, ADU’s affordability 
• Asthma, cancer 

Questions 4-6: 

The group then discussed opportunities and barriers to incorporating health into comprehensive 
plans, and their hopes and expectations for the working group going forward.  

4. What is needed to make your 2040 plan a living document that is relevant, useful and that is 
regularly used in discussion-making? What are opportunities, what are barriers? 

5. How can this group help? (e.g. make your plan a living document, realize opportunities and/or 
address barriers) 

6. What are your hopes and expectations for this group?  

Discussion: Opportunities (to make a relevant, useful plan) 

• Staff reports for all zoning permits, plats, variances include reference to Comp Plan 
• Make Comp Plans simpler, easier to read, less acronyms 
• Translate Comp Plan into other languages 
• Include other departments (police) into drafting the plan document 
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• Communication – internal and external 
• Regular collaboration with cities, towns and counties 
• Engaging all populations (first priority) 
• Tons of examples and resources to be innovative 
• What are peer communities doing? 
• Include in city/board actions how it matches goals 
• Budget for success (& strategic planning) 
• Interdisciplinary collaboration 
• How to incorporate with accreditation (public health) 
• Add transparency 
• Engage people in community, i.e., seniors who stay in place 
• User friendly (physically) 

o Interactive 
o Illustrative/graphic 

• How to get people to be engaged proactively? 
• Changing mind set/perception of Comp Plan as a government mandate 
• Balance input and opinions 
• Buy-in/ownership – staff, public – policy makers 
• Tie in transportation/planning to public health 
• Health in all policies 
• Continuity of staff – electeds – inform – on boarding – carrying through 
• A good implementation plan that is well integrated into city/county departments 
• Written in an accessible way 
• Engage community 
• Communicate plan to future city councils 
• Keep plan in front of elected officials 
• Required check-in 
• Develop metrics to track 
• Planners and implementers 
• Comp plan and county goals align  
• Document is easy to use 
• Ideas need to be inspirational 
• Political buy-in – practicality 

Discussion: Barriers (to make a relevant, useful plan) 

• Time 
• Money 
• Buy in 
• Formal/rigid planning processes 
• Doing what’s been done 
• Resources (time, money) 
• Engaging leadership (how to sell new process) 
• How to get people to be engaged proactively? 
• Changing mind set/perception of Comp Plan as a government mandate 
• Balance input and opinions 
• Time for engagement 
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• Hard to understand how 2040 impacts plan today 
• Making it relevant 
• Format of the plan outdated from today’s elec. 
• TIME & RESOURCES! 
• The things we want in a plan don’t match outside forces, i.e. walkable communities but has is 

cheap/policy 
• Also internally different departments can have different goals 
• Some communities will do minimum 
• Lack of resources 
• Lack of buy in 

Discussion: How the group could help 

• Shared ideas 
• Professional/emotional support 
• Discussion 
• Trial by error 
• Shared language for plan 
• Help describe terms/plain language 
• Hear what others are doing to help inform process 
• Helpful tips 
• Outside of comfort zone 
• Authentic conversations with peers 
• Establish Best Practices and share 
• Peer review of comp plan drafts 
• Steer us to resources 
• Draft – model, goals 
• Expert speakers on community engagement 
• Tech assistance and sharing 
• Tool kits 
• Help connect to advocacy groups 
• Connect to community groups 
• Provide data a metrics to persuade 
• Sharing resources 
• Networking – learning what everyone is up to 
• Any innovations being done 
• Sharing materials for meetings, especially neighboring cities 
• Sharing lessons learned, i.e. outline outreach platform that works well 
• A little bit of background when we are questioned about including health 
• Facilitate shared language – between disciplines and public 
• Resources/data base (including information and money) 
• Coordination with partners 
• Continuing education 
• Build common ground 
• Engage private sector (hiring consultants) 
• Education leadership 
• Model language 
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• Facilitate public health connections (students, mixers, etc.) 
• Sharing data 
• Drafting language – subgroups 
• Periodic meetings 

Discussion: Expectations for group 

• People participate 
• Follow-through 
• Willing to share ideas 
• Open communication 
• Helpful resources 
• Help make progress 
• Hold each other accountable 
• Sharing and listening 
• Willingness to participate outside regular meetings 
• Really good food 
• Sharing our knowledge and resources 
• Celebrating accomplishments 
• Only meet when needed 
• Value added 
• Agendas laying out clear goals 
• Be resource to others (what to include in own comp plan 
• Include information for cities and counties 

 
Laura Fredrick Wang (Hennepin County) gave a brief report about a comprehensive plan survey 
conducted this spring by Hennepin County Active Living staff to help set up relevant Active Living 
partnership programming. More information on the survey will be available the PowerPoint for today’s 
meeting, but was skipped for lack of time on the agenda. The next Active Living Hennepin county 
Partnership meeting is June 13, location TBD. 
 
Next Steps 

• The group consensus was to have a meeting in June as proposed; the same location at the 
Southdale library was preferred.  

• The next Metro Healthy Comprehensive Plans Working Group meeting is June 10, (tentative). 
Denise Engen will send out a meeting announcement once a location is confirmed.* 

 
*Note: The June meeting has been cancelled and participants are invited to attend the quarterly 

meeting of the Active Living Hennepin County Partnership, which will feature a discussion on 
community engagement for comprehensive plans. The next work group meeting is July 14, 
2016, 9 AM -11 AM at St. Louis Park City Hall (Council Chambers).  

 

 

 



Metro 
Healthy Comprehensive Plans 

Work Group
May 13, 2016

Southdale Library, Edina MN



Introductions
• Name
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• Why did you become a planner or a 

public health practitioner?
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Eric Weiss, AICP, community health 
planner, Center for Prevention at Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
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Presentation Notes
Reminder: this slide is the goal of the workshop
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

So how did we get here?

http://www.adn.com/sites/default/files/styles/full_width_620/public/muldo
on%20road.JPG?itok=G2nsxSc-
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Especially, if Public Health gave birth to City Planning?

http://interactive.wttw.com/timemachine/pioneer-court

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the advent of the Industrial Revolution cities became increasingly crowded and polluted. Diseases and crime were rampant. Housing was overcrowded. No or limited sanitary sewer systems existed. And there was nothing to stop a manufacturer from building right next door to your crowded tenement. 
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

And since we’ve “conquered” disease?

http://publicskateparkguide.org/vision/city-planning-
overview/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoning and numerous federal departments and divisions have helped to reduce diseases that only 100 years ago were rampant – tuberculosis, polio, flu, gastrointestinal infections, etc. 

http://publicskateparkguide.org/vision/city-planning-overview/
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

• The pendulum swung too far one way, we 
forgot our past and our biology, and now we’ve 
fostered the prevalence of other diseases.

http://www.fastcodesign.com/3028661/slicker-city/urban-sprawl-get-fat-stay-poor-
and-die-in-car-crashes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning/Public Health came about to address public health and social issues of the day. Now, in some ways, planning and public health have contributed to the rise of chronic, preventable diseases. Despite some setbacks and bad decisions as a field we’ve accomplished great things. We’ve built great cities, planned transportation systems, housed millions. We can continue accomplish great things. It took 7 years from President Kennedy announcing the space program to an American setting foot on the moon. If we can accomplish getting to the moon I challenge us here in the Twin Cities to address health, equity, and resiliency and set 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/che/creatinghealthequity.html
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SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF 
HEALTH

• Availability of resources to meet daily needs 
(housing, food)

• Access to educational, economic, and job 
opportunities

• Access to heath care services
• Quality of education and job training
• Transportation options
• Public safety
• Social support
• Social norms and attitudes (discrimination, 

racism, and distrust of government)
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SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF 
HEALTH

• Exposure to crime, violence, and social 
disorder (presence of trash, lack of community 
cooperation)

• Socioeconomic conditions (concentrated 
poverty and stressful conditions that 
accompany it)

• Residential segregation
• Language/literacy
• Access to mass media and technology (cell 

phones, broadband internet, social media)
• Culture
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PHYSICAL DETERMINANTS OF 
HEALTH

• Natural environment, green space, weather
• Built environment such as buildings, sidewalks, 

bike lanes, and streets
• Worksites, schools, and recreational settings
• Housing and community design
• Exposure to toxic substances and other 

physical hazards
• Physical barriers, especially for people with 

disabilities
• Aesthetic elements (good lighting, trees, 

benches)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
www.healthypeople.gov/2020/topics-objectives/topic/social-determinnants-of-health
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

• Thankfully, City Planning is beginning to return 
to its public health roots.
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EQUITY

http://www.communityview.ca/infographic_SHR_health_equity_2014.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know our region is not only rapidly changing but we’re not doing well when it comes to equity. We have segments of our populations that have worse health, economic, and education outcomes than other segments of the population. It’s not only morally unacceptable but it’s economically unacceptable. Unless our region faces these issues head-on we will not be able to compete with our peer cities. Complacency is not acceptable. And it’s not acceptable to say there’s nothing city government can do. 
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EQUITY

• Creating opportunities for members of the 
community who start from different levels of privilege 
or disadvantage helps not only those individuals and 
families, it helps all individuals and families in a 
community.

Example: Americans with 
Disabilities Act, Curb Cuts
Curb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: Americans with Disabilities Act, Curb CutsCurb cuts allow the disabled to have a more accessible way to navigate sidewalks and building entrances.  Do the benefits stop there?  These same curb cuts also help the elderly, anyone who is temporarily disabled, children, and anyone pushing a stroller.What might be some other examples?Focusing police-community relation building in targeted neighborhoods may reduce crime rates in all neighborhoodsEfforts targeted towards increasing high school graduation rates of black and brown students may benefit white students as wellA change in workplace policies championed by parents to allow for a flexible schedule may benefit all employees and improve retention and moraleWorkforce development or economic development activities targeted towards a certain pop can benefit everyone by bringing more money into a community, increase taxes and property values
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EQUITY

• AICP Code of Ethics
• 1e. We shall give people the opportunity to have 

a meaningful impact on the development of plans 
and programs that may affect them. Participation 
should be broad enough to include those who 
lack formal organization or influence. 

• 1f. We shall seek social justice by working to 
expand choice and opportunity for all persons, 
recognizing a special responsibility to plan for the 
needs of the disadvantaged and to promote racial 
and economic integration. We shall urge the 
alteration of policies, institutions, and decisions 
that oppose such needs. 16
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RESILIENCE

• How do we prepare ourselves for climate 
change and strengthen our ability to “bounce 
back”?

• How can planners begin to think about people’s 
basic daily needs:
• Food 
• Water
• Air
• Shelter
• Safety, security, and well-being
• Social networks

17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs: If the bottom 4, most fundamental needs are not met there will be anxiousness and a person will be tense. It may play out in other physiological ways. This theory suggests that the most basic level of needs must be met before the individual will strongly desire or focus motivation upon the secondary or higher needs. Safety, security and wellbeing includes: personal safety, financial security, health and well-being, safety nets against accidents and illness
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• The purpose of local planning is to:
• Promote the health, safety, and general welfare

• Insure a safer, more pleasant and more economical environment for 
residential, commercial, industrial, and public activities

• Preserve agricultural and other open spaces 

• Minn. Stat. §462.351 (2014).

• Manage growth, change, and renewal of a community

• Improve the quality of life for its residents

• Protect you from your neighbors

PLANNING 101

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local Gov. Police Powers/Planning, Zoning/Municipal Planningto insure a safer, more pleasant and more economical environment for residential, commercial, industrial and public activities,to preserve agricultural and other open lands, and to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare Minn. Stat. § 462.351 (2014).Counties . . . / Planning, Development, Zoningto promote the health, safety, morals and general welfare. Minn. Stat. § 394.21 (2014).Metropolitan Area/Metropolitan Government/Land Use Planningcoordinate the plans of the local jurisdictions to “protect the health, safety, and welfare of residents” and also to ensure “orderly, and economic development.” Minn. Stat. § 473.851 (2014).
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COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

• Comprehensive planning is a public process 
that determines the vision, goals, and 
aspirations of an area in terms of community 
development.

• The outcome of a comprehensive planning 
process is the Comprehensive Plan. 
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

• The local comprehensive plan is a public 
document that:
• describes how a community wants to develop 

over a specified planning period 
• clarifies the relationships between the 

community and the region
• serves as a guide for decision making 

including policy, programs, projects, and 
public spending

• guides “official controls”
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WHERE DOES HEALTH FIT IN 
LOCAL PLANNING SYSTEM? 

Does health need to be its own, separate component – or is 
it part of other defined components of local planning? 

Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question – Does food have to be a specifically defined “tree” or system of focus in a planning effort or can food be a branch or part of the other systems included in local planning?Also possibly chicken/egg debate?Does planning lead to food access or does food access/food system lead to planning needs.  Relationship - 
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – METRO 
AREA PLANNING

• Regional plan: Thrive MSP 2040
• Outcome driven: Stewardship, Prosperity, Equity, 

Livability, and Sustainability
• Principles: Integration, Collaboration, 

Accountability
• Local plans:

• Those in the 7-county region must submit comp 
plan for review by December 31, 2018

• Local Planning Handbook
• PlanIt! Series

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Thrive: Thrive MSP is the vision for our region over the next 30 years. It reflects our concerns and aspirations, anticipates future needs in the region, and addresses our responsibility to future generations. Check, check, and check.Five outcomes that define our shared regional vision and are woven throughout the document. These five outcomes reinforce and support one another to produce greater benefits than any single outcome alone. Plans and policies should support all 5, any less may fall short of our goals. Outcomes should describe and measure how investments and policies are enriching the lives our residents and businesses, not about how much money is being saved or how many projects are being completed.The 5 outcomes describe the “why” whereas the 3 principles describe the “how.”
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN -
PROCESS

Before getting started, staff should normally:
1. Review existing comprehensive plan.
2. Determine process and scope:

• if a partial update or full overhaul is needed
• If work can be done in-house or if outside 

expertise and/or capacity is needed
• Timeline
• Steering committee
• Public engagement and communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eric
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN -
PROCESS

1. Community Vision - establish outcomes and 
principles

2. Formation of Review Committee(s)
3. Analysis of Existing Conditions
4. Policy Drafting
5. Draft Review
6. Allow for review by adjacent governments
7. Planning Commission and City Council Approval
8. Submittal to Met Council (by December 31, 2018)
9. Met Council Review and Approval
10. City Council Adoption
11. Update Official Controls
12. Amend, as necessary

C
om

m
unity E

ngagem
ent , 

O
utreach, C

om
m

ent, R
eview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d encourage you all to really think about how well your comp plan has worked for your community in the past 10 years. Do you use it often? Have you achieved the goals that were outlined or at least made progress? Does the document have buy-in? Are departments aside from Planning/Community Development using the comp plan? Has it informed your strategic plan and budgeting? You may want to explore doing things differently then. Of course, met the baseline components as laid out by statute and Met Council but beyond that you can go above and beyond. 
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http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/736x/dc/05/28/dc052857fd0239d6361fbeba5a667e88.jpg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite some setbacks and bad decisions as a field we’ve accomplished great things. We’ve built great cities, planned transportation systems, housed millions. We can continue accomplish great things. It took 7 years from President Kennedy announcing the space program to an American setting foot on the moon. If we can accomplish getting to the moon I challenge us here in the Twin Cities to address health, equity, and resiliency. Comp plans are our supposed to be our collective vision for the future of our community. Sure, comp plans alone won’t get us anywhere but they can set us up for success and can be a roadmap for leaving a better community for future generations. 
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KEY TALKING POINTS

• Comprehensive Plans are important!

• Everyone deserves opportunities to be healthy! This isn’t 
work that can remain in a silo or “someone else’s 
problem.” As planners we are grounded in making 
communities a better place for all people.

• Partnering on comp plans is a great opportunity to foster 
relationships between public health and planners. 

• There’s no reason plans cannot be visionary, aspirational, 
outcome-oriented, 21st Century plans.

• We can achieve great things. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eric



Confidential and proprietary. Blue Cross® and Blue Shield® of Minnesota and Blue Plus® are nonprofit independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.Confidential and proprietary. 

THANK YOU

• Eric Weiss, Center for Prevention
eric.weiss@bluecrossmn.com
651-662-4505

Mnfoodcharter.com/order-for-Minnesota-food-
charter-comp-planners-guide/

mailto:eric.weiss@bluecrossmn.com
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Outline
 Why health in comprehensive planning?
 Development of MN Healthy Planning: 

How to Guide
 Health-related goals for comp planning
 One example of built environment 

strategy to achieve health-related goals
 Additional resources



Health is a state of 
complete physical, mental 
and social well-being and 
not merely the absence of 

disease or infirmity.

Source:  World Health Organization
This definition has not been amended since 
1948

What is health?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We always begin our discussion with a definition of health:  this definition by WHO is a holistic definition that includes mental and social wellbeing.



Why health in comp plans?

33Source: Braunstein S and Lavizzo-Mourey R. 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When most people think of health, they think of healthcare, but studies from the late 1960s and 1970s concluded that health care is not as large of an influence on our health outcome as previously thought. Health care only accounts for about 10% of the contributing factors to premature death, while behavioral patterns, environmental exposure and social circumstances contribute 60% of the contributing factors to premature death. A 2010 Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) Foundation study found that health status can be predicted by what zip code you live in and your race. Mortality rates in the Twin Cities metro area are strongly correlated to the socioeconomic characteristics of your neighborhood, particularly the median income of your neighbors. “The relationship between an area’s income and mortality is so striking that, on average, every $10,000 increase in an area’s median income appears to buy residents another year of life.” And controlling for income, racial disparities among mortality rates still exist.Recommendations from the BCBS study for increasing health in the region include targeting specific neighborhoods for everything “from creating more jobs and increasing public safety TO improving access to healthy food and recreation.” The problems and solutions identified are place-based and influenced by planning and the built environment. Sources:J. Michael McGinnis, Pamela Williams-Russo and James R. Knickman. 2002. The Case For More Active Policy Attention To Health Promotion. Health Affairs, 21, no.2 (2002):78-93. http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/21/2/78.full.htmlBraunstein S and Lavizzo-Mourey R. 2011. How The Health And Community Development Sectors Are Combining Forces To Improve Health And Well-Being. doi: 10.1377/hlthaff.2011.0838 Health Aff November 2011 vol. 30 no. 11 2042-2051  http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/30/11/2042.abstract Blue Cross Blue Shield. 2010.  The unequal distribution of health in the Twin Cities. http://www.bcbsmnfoundation.org/pages-programs-tier4-Unequal_Distribution_of_Health_in_the_Twin_Cities?oid=11931



Because we want this . . . 

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why did MDH assess comprehensive plans? Because comprehensive plans are more than plans to develop the correct number of housing units or build a road from point A to point B; they are plans for making the community a successful, livable place where housing instills pride and promotes health, and making the walk from your front door to the community pharmacy is a safe and inviting experience.



Not this . . . 

35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, the vision, goals and policies identified in the comprehensive plan are implemented through zoning, the capital improvements plan, and other regulatory tools, incentives and programs. Ensuring that health is considered when developing the vision, goals and policies in the comprehensive plan is the best bet that the built environment will deliver positive health outcomes.



Development of Guide
 Reviewed 53 developed community comp plans
 23 health indicators based on Design for Health 

Comprehensive Plan Review Checklist
 Reviewed public health literature
 Reviewed best practices 
 Developed 8 health-related goals and built environment 

strategies to help achieve them
 Steering committee of planners guided development



Health, every step of the way
Step 1: Background data 
collection

Step 2: Visioning and goal 
setting

Step 3: Strategy development

Step 4: Implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addressing health in a comprehensive plan is more than adding a Public Health subchapter or mentioning physical activity in the Parks and Open Space chapter. Health can be part of every stage of the planning, including background data collection, visioning and goal setting, strategy development, and implementation.At the initial stage of background data collection, planners should incorporate data and trends from the local public health department’s Community Health Assessment along with the traditional demographic and socioeconomic trends that are found in the Introduction and Community Profile of the comprehensive plan. The visioning and goal setting stage is the place to establish the vision for a healthy community and integrate health into some or all of the goals that realize the vision. The Healthy Planning How-To Guide consists of eight desired health goals important for creating a healthy community.Following the introduction, community profile, and community engagement and visioning, a comprehensive plan will discuss the specific policies, strategies and implementation steps to achieve the goals and vision. This How-To Guide includes 20 built environment strategies for achieving the eight desired health goals. Local governments implement their comprehensive plans through regulatory tools such as updating zoning, adopting policies, or executing programs. Collaboration across departments and sectors, including local and state public health departments, can help implement the strategies provided in this How-To Guide and achieve the desired health goals and outcomes. For example, collaboration between local planners and local and state public health professionals is already happening through the Statewide Health Improvement Program (SHIP), Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) and Community Transformation Grants (CTG). Local initiatives using SHIP money have set up farmers’ markets and developed pedestrian and bicycle plans. SRTS increases the physical activity of children to combat the obesity epidemic. CTGs are being used to support active transportation implementation projects across the state.



Health-related goals
1. Increase access to healthy housing for all household sizes and incomes

2. Increase access to affordable healthy foods

3. Reduced exposure to air pollutants, hazardous materials, and/or 

nuisances

4. Increase physical activity

5. Increase access to greenery

6. Increase safety of pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists

7. Increase personal safety and security

8. Promote climate resilient communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These eight desired health goals may align with parts or the whole of a community’s vision. 



Reduced exposure to air 
pollutants, hazardous 
materials, nuisances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exposure to air pollution, contaminated land or water, noise and odor, can pose very serious threats to community health and quality of life. Transportation related air pollution, brownfields and other contaminated sites, and inappropriate land use siting can contribute to potential negative health outcomes. The following paragraphs describe the potential negative health impacts in detail, noting that in some cases planning interventions have had proven positive health impacts.The U.S. transportation system is fossil-fuel based and driving contributes to deleterious health effects from air pollution, climate change, automobile accidents, and physical inactivity. While air pollutants from mobile sources disperse when released from a tailpipe, concentrations of pollutants are still found near emissions sources, such as major roads and highways. In addition to pollutants like carbon dioxide (CO2) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), motor vehicles emit “air toxins” including benzene, formaldehyde, and diesel particulate matter (PM). Mobile source air toxins are responsible for 30% of the overall average cancer risk. One study found a 50% increase in lung cancer risk for populations heavily exposed to traffic-related air pollution. A 1995 study demonstrated that air pollution from automobile emissions costs the nation’s health approximately 50-70 million days with restricted levels of activity, 20,000 to 46,000 cases of chronic respiratory illness, and 40,000 premature deaths. A comprehensive study by University of California-Davis on the social costs of motor-vehicle use estimated annual costs of $244.3 to $450 billion (1991$) in human mortality and morbidity and $3.3 to $5.7 billion in crop damage due to motor-vehicle related air pollution alone. There are quantifiable health benefits of improved air quality. A 2012 study on air quality and physical activity-related health benefits from reduced car travel in the Midwest found that eliminating short car trips (less than or equal to 2.5 miles) and completing 50% of them by bicycle would result in 608 fewer deaths due to improved air quality and $4.94 billion/year in net health benefits due to reductions in particulate matter (PM2.5) and ozone. The study estimated additional net health benefits from the physical activity of increased bicycling.Siting residential areas near industrial areas can cause a number of health issues. Health effects of residence near hazardous waste landfill sites may include certain types of cancer, skin irritation, low birth weight, birth defects, fatigue, sleepiness, and headaches.  Industrial sites, agricultural activities, automotive shops, etc., can create livability and health hazards for adjacent residential uses from exposure to chemicals, petroleum products, fertilizers, pesticides, odors, noise and dust.Brownfield sites pose the risk of exposure to hazardous materials, create neighborhood blight/property value loss, foster crime and often impact disadvantaged communities. However, brownfields and other vacant or underutilized sites provide opportunities for urban infill projects that can revitalize disadvantaged neighborhoods. Some brownfield redevelopments have resulted in reduction of food deserts, increased affordable housing, economic development and local jobs. Noise and other nuisances can cause stress and impact the health of nearby residents. A common noise pollutant is traffic. Industrial noise is another cause of noise pollution. The direct health impacts of exposure to noise pollution are hearing impairment and tinnitus (ringing in the ears). Indirect health impacts of exposure to noise pollution include mental stress, hypertension, and heart conditions. Communities of color and of lower socioeconomic status are more often exposed to environmental pollution, including noise pollution. Chronic road or airport noise can affect the performance of children in school, including reduced performance on cognitive tasks, decreased attention to a task, poorer reading ability, and impaired long-term memory.,Comprehensive plans can reduce exposure to air pollutants, hazardous materials, and/or nuisances through the following built environment strategies:  GHG emission reductionsSeparated incompatible uses Brownfield cleanup and redevelopment of underutilized sitesTravel demand management (TDM)



Separated incompatible land uses
 Land uses are incompatible if they create a nuisance or public 

health threat, including but not limited to pollutants, noise, dust, 
odor and safety

 Comp plans can:
 Guide the transition and mix of land uses 
 Support the use of zoning, buffers or set-backs

 Performance-based zoning: based on actual 
impacts & predetermined performance standards 
(noise, dust, hours of operation, views, etc.)

 Natural buffers (landscaping, parks) to provide 
additional benefits such as aesthetic, air quality 
improvements (noise and pollution), and mental 
health benefits from views of greenery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land uses are incompatible if they create a nuisance or public health threat, including but not limited to pollutants, noise, dust, odor and safety. Mixed land uses should be promoted while being conscious of the type of operations, chemicals, and waste removal and remediation activities on a site near residential development to prevent negative health and livability outcomes.Promote the transition of land uses. For example, site industrial uses next to commercial/office uses, and use retail/mixed use to buffer residential from commercial/office uses.Support the use of zoning, buffers or set-backsPerformance-based zoning: “Performance-based zoning regulates land use based not on the proposed use, location and dimensions of the development, but on the basis of the actual impacts it will have on the neighboring residents and businesses. It allows any land use to locate adjacent to any other use, provided it satisfies predetermined performance standards (noise, dust, hours of operation, views, etc.). ” Use natural buffers (landscaping, parks or other natural buffers) to provide additional benefits such as aesthetic, air quality improvements (noise and pollution), and mental health benefits from views of greenery. 



Separated incompatible land uses 
example: Columbia Heights

 Columbia Heights Land Use Chapter -- Goal: Provide a 
natural buffer between housing and industrial zones to 
promote community health.
 “As redevelopment occurs in industrial areas require an increase in 

the amount of landscaping or other buffering as well as 
improvements to the building aesthetics.”

 Mentions the potential health outcomes of incompatible 
uses

 Provides a list of areas for future redevelopment 
opportunity, for example --
 Site on University between 37th and 40th Ave (West side of 

University) . . . “Upon such redevelopment boulevard trees could be 
added along 3rd Street behind the Industrial district, to provide a 
natural buffer between housing and industrial zones.”



Additional Resources
 Design for Health: http://designforhealth.net/
 Sustainable Sites Initiative: 

http://www.sustainablesites.org/
 ChangeLab Solutions (formerly Public Health Law & 

Policy) – Healthy Planning: 
http://changelabsolutions.org/healthy-planning

 APA Policy Guide on Planning:
https://planning-org-uploaded-
media.s3.amazonaws.com/legacy_resources/research/publichealt
h/pdf/healthyplanningreport.pdf

 Sustainable Communities Index: 
http://www.sustainablecommunitiesindex.org/

http://designforhealth.net/
http://www.sustainablesites.org/
http://changelabsolutions.org/healthy-planning
http://www.sustainablecommunitiesindex.org/
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Thank you!

Minnesota Climate and Health Program
http://www.health.state.mn.us/topics/places/review.html

www.health.state.mn.us/divs/climatechange/

 Kristin Raab, Director, kristin.raab@state.mn.us, 651-201-4893

http://www.health.state.mn.us/topics/places/review.html
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/climatechange/
mailto:kristin.raab@state.mn.us


Small Group Discussion
• Did your most recent plan address health?  If so 

how?
• Will your 2040 plan include health? 
• What do you hope will be different from last 

time?



Kristin Raab, 
Minnesota Department of Health



Questions
• How could your 2040 comprehensive plan better 

address health, equity and resiliency? 

• What do you hope will be different from last 
time?



Comprehensive Plan Survey

Spring 2016



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active Living Hennepin County staff wanted to know what types of engagement people are planning to do for their comp plan. We touched on community engagement at our last ALHC meeting and will be going deeper into that topic at our next meeting coming up on June 13. Cities are looking at multiple approaches to engage residents in the comp plan update, but several cities indicated that they are still firming up their engagement strategy. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most respondents had multiple answers for this. Active transportation, parks and recreation, and equity were the most common ways that people are thinking about connecting health to their comp plan, (as well as urban agriculture); but this also is an open question for some cities. This could be a place where the working group can help make connections to health.



Presenter
Presentation Notes




Timeline
• Scope – 2016 and 1st half of 2017
• Background info - 2016 & 1st half of 2017
• Internal engagement – ongoing
• Community engagement – 2nd half of 2016 & 1st half of 2017
• Drafting and revising – 2017, 1st half of 2018
• Public Review – mostly 1st half of 2018, a few earlier
• Final edits - 2018



Small Group Discussion



Questions
• What issues/trends are facing your community 

over the next 25 years? 

– What are the possible health impacts of this 
trend/issue? 



Questions
• What is needed to make your 2040 plan a living 

document that is relevant, useful and that is 
regularly used in discussion-making? 

– What are opportunities, what are barriers? 

(Use easel sheet w/line down the middle to note 
opportunities on one side, barriers on other side )



Questions
• Given the discussion today, how might you 

approach the comp plan process differently?
• How can this group help? 

– e.g. make your plan a living document, realize 
opportunities and/or address barriers 



Questions
• What are your hopes and expectations for this 

group? 
• What do you want to work on with this group? 



Contacts

Denise Engen, denise.engen@hennepin.us
Karen Nikolai, karen.nikolai@hennepin.us

mailto:denise.engen@hennepin.us
mailto:karen.nikolai@hennepin.us
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